ABSTRACT The analysis of human actions, such as recognition and person identification, is important but challenging. Previous studies usually separate person identification from action recognition. In this paper, we propose a skeleton-based end-to-end model that can simultaneously implement both person identification and action recognition and strengthen the learning of hard samples. Inspired by the recent application of recurrent neural networks and convolution neural networks to action analysis, the models of the temporal and spatial domains are created by modeling the global, local, and detailed feature-related information of the human skeleton. Moreover, during training, we add a mining and learning mechanism for hard samples that mines and focuses on them to avoid overfitting. This mining and learning mechanism enables the model to avoid a bottleneck and improve performance. The proposed model is experimentally verified on three datasets, where the results show that it can yield the state-of-the-art performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human action analysis, such as action recognition and person identification, is a basic and challenging task in the field of computer vision. It is widely used in intelligent monitoring, human-computer interaction, motion analysis, Virtual Reality, and video retrieval. Past analyses of human action have mostly focused on RGB video. Images in video are easily affected by illumination and background, and it is often difficult to extract action features from them owing to the large number of degrees of freedom of the human joints, and the large differences in the body shape and clothing of people. With the advent of the RGBD sensor, human skeletal data can be easily obtained from videos. Skeletal data can represent human actions simply and accurately, and can avoid the influence of external factors. Compared with RGB video information, the volume of skeletal data is relatively small, which enables skeleton-based action modeling to reduce the requirements of hardware.
Traditional methods use hand-crafted features [1] - [3] , and can be divided into two categories: those based on the positional relations among skeletal joints, and those based on the dynamic trajectory of skeletal joints. The positional relation among joints refers to the relative position, distance, and angle of the skeletal joints. The dynamic trajectory of skeletal joints represents changes in the position of the same joint between adjacent frames. These features have a limited ability to represent action, and cannot be applied to a wide range of action datasets.
With the development of deep learning, a number of models based on RNN have been developed to model action features. For example, hierarchical RNN [4] , RNN with regularizations [5] , joint classification and regression RNN [6] , RNN with trust gates [7] , differential RNN [8] , part-aware LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) [9] , and two-stream RNN [10] have been used to learn motion representations using raw data from skeletons. The RNN is good at learning temporal dependence, but the spatial geometry of skeletal joints is needed in addition to a description of the action.
The CNN has a wide range of applications in image processing [11] - [13] , and is good at creating spatial relations for pixel points in a local field of vision. The CNN has been adapted to analyze actions based on skeletal data by considering a matrix of sequences of a skeleton as an image [14] - [16] , and models spatial relationships. Although a local field of vision can cover all skeletal joints as the number of CNN layers increases, the spatial co-occurrence feature contained in the original skeletal data is lost. Current deep learning methods cannot effectively extract geometric relations directly from skeletal data. Therefore, the geometric relations between skeletal joints should be extracted in preprocessing.
Deep learning models can correctly identify most classes of samples as the number of training iterations increases. However, some samples are difficult to model, and render the model slow or even impossible to improve. We call them ''hard samples.'' If only traditional training is carried out, the model does not consider the hard samples, because of which the method may encounter bottlenecks. This paper proposes a model of end-to-end action analysis based on skeletal information as shown in Figure 1 . This model sequentially connects LSTM and CNN to implement identification and action recognition. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• This paper proposes an end-to-end, trainable action analysis model that combines LSTM and CNN, and adopts a sequential connection to complete two tasks, i.e., action recognition and person identification based on skeletal information.
• The geometric features of skeletal information are extracted from the global, local, and detailed featurerelated data to represent actions comprehensively and efficiently.
• It is a challenging task for a model to learn hard samples. We propose a mining and learning mechanism for hard samples. During training, the proposed method assesses the level of learning of the model on the basis of crossentropy and accuracy to identify the hard samples that affect the performance of the model. This mechanism strengthens the learning of hard sample to enable the model to converge and perform better.
• We analyze and verify the effects of different action features and model architectures on the experimental results in detail, where the proposed model delivers state-ofthe-art results on three action datasets. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work, and Section 3 introduces our model as well as the mechanism of hard sample mining and learning. Section 4 presents the details and results of our experiments. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusions of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we mainly review the work related to this paper, such as action recognition and person identification based on skeletal information.
A. ACTION RECOGNITION
Action recognition has emerged as a popular subject of research in computer vision in recent years. Traditional skeleton-based methods of action recognition focus on handcrafted features. For example, the work in [24] calculates the distance between pair-wise skeletal joints in two frames, and [25] divides the body into many parts, and uses an improved nearest-neighbor classifier to learn information concerning the positions of the joints. Reference [26] models skeletal sequences by calculating a covariance matrix of trajectories of the joints, and [27] divides the human skeleton into several parts, and identifies action by analyzing the coordinates and relates connections of each part.
In recent years, methods of action recognition based on deep learning have achieved remarkable results. Some action recognition methods based on deep learning have been proposed. A few of the relevant models use RNN as the framework for action modeling, taking advantage of the temporal dependence of its learning. For example, in [5] , the co-occurrence characteristics of human skeletal joints are used in an LSTM model with three layers of bidirectional LSTM to recognize action. In [7] , an ST-LSTM network is proposed wherein the skeletal joints are arranged into a tree and spatial relationships are established by traversing them. The authors of [9] divide skeletal joints into five groups according to the physical structure of the human body. They propose a part-aware LSTM model that splits a neuron into parts of cells, where each part learns a set of human skeletal joints. In [10] , the authors propose a twostream RNN model that can recognize actions by learning spatial and temporal features of skeletal data. Other methods have been combined with the CNN to build action recognition models. For example, the model proposed in [16] has 10 channels learning 10 characteristics, of which seven channels are based on the CNN architecture and three on the LSTM architecture. Reference [28] proposes a convolutional co-occurrence feature-learning framework where the characteristics of co-occurrence are learned by layering and gradual convergence. In [29] , raw skeletal coordinates and motion are sent to the CNN, and a skeleton transformer module is designed to automatically rearrange and select important skeletal joints.
Inspired by the above methods, the model proposed in this paper is constructed by using the LSTM and CNN, and uses the global, local and detailed feature-related information extracted from original coordinates as input information to strengthen the learning of hard samples.
B. PERSON IDENTIFICATION
The person identification by combining information technology and biotechnology is a popular security technique that has significant market potential. Most early research on person identification focused on fingerprints, the iris, and face. Recent studies have examined the identification of persons by action features, such as through gait recognition. Gait recognition aims to identify people by the way they walk. Compared with other biometrics, it has the advantages of requiring no contact, being effective at long distances, and being difficult to imitate. Methods of gait recognition are mainly divided into two categories: feature based and model based. Feature-based methods manually extract static or dynamic features related to the gait from image sequences, such as motion trajectory, length, the proportion of limbs, and energy graphs, and reduce the number of dimensions or matching features by machine learning [17] - [20] . Modelbased methods use machine learning to construct a model that learns the correlation between time and space in gait sequences to identify people [21] - [23] .
The above methods of identification focus on static and dynamic biological features of the human body. Identification through dynamic features can be implemented under the condition that the subject is insensible. Dynamic features are not easy to imitate in a short time. Therefore, they have an advantage in intelligent video monitoring. There are a wide variety of human actions, each of which can represent the dynamic biological characteristics of the body not limited to ''walking.'' At present, there are also some identification methods based on other actions. References [35] - [37] distinguish human identity by modeling the characteristics of dynamic behavior habits. The method proposed in this paper can be used to identify person according to various actions.
III. METHODS
People can come to the conclusion that who is doing what by observing human action, because different actions are completed in different ways, and different people express different behavioral habit. That provides an evidence for the realization of both tasks through action features. Both action recognition and identification tasks output classification label by modeling skeletal information and learning action features. Both tasks are classification, but the characteristics to be learned are not exactly the same. Therefore, we propose to extract action features from global, local and detailed levels in temporal and spatial domains, and propose the learning mechanism of hard samples for ''learning weakness'' to further improve training effect. This section describes the implementation in detail.
A. FEATURES OF GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIP
To enable the model to learn geometrical relations between skeletal joints more effectively, the original skeletal data are preprocessed. This paper models the features of skeletal data at the global, local and detailed levels.
1) GLOBAL AND DETAILED FEATURES
Most datasets provide 10 to 25 skeletal joints of subjects. This paper considered 15 skeletal joints as example to introduce methods to collect global and detailed features. Suppose a given video in the dataset is T frames long. First, it is divided into a sequence of image frames. Second, 15 skeletal joints recorded in the first frame are arranged to form the first row of a matrix shown in Figure 2 . Finally, coordinates of the skeletal joints of the subsequent T-1 frames are formed into the T-1 rows of the matrix. This forms the geometric relation matrix. The values of adjacent columns of the geometric relation matrix are coordinates of adjacent skeletal joints. Their positions are strongly correlated, and can directly represent human body movements. The values of adjacent rows of the geometric relation matrix are coordinates of the same skeletal joint in adjacent frames, representing the dynamic change in its trajectory, and this can also be understood as the speed of movement. Therefore, this paper subtracts the above matrix along the rows and columns to form two new matrices: namely, an RP (Relative Position) matrix and an RS (Relative Speed) matrix. The specific method of calculation is as follows:
Assume that p t i represents the coordinates of the ith skeletal joint in frame t. The relative position is expressed as RP. RP between the ith and jth points in frame t is:
RS of the ith skeletal joint between frames t and t − 1 is:
The number of dimensions of the RP matrix and the RS matrix are the same as those of the geometric relation matrix shown in Figure 2 . The above two feature matrices describe actions of the human body from two aspects. In this paper, we consider these two feature matrices as global features of VOLUME 7, 2019 the model. According to the structure of the body, the RP and RS matrices are divided into five sub-matrices each, concerning the left arm, right arm, left leg, right leg, and torso. The sub-matrices of the RP and RS matrix are entered into our model as detailed features. 
2) LOCAL FEATURES
The hand is the most flexible motor organ of the body. Most actions in daily life require the participation of the hands, especially precise actions such as typing, brushing the teeth, and writing. To enable the model to recognize actions more accurately, this paper pays attends to the hands. The specific method is as shown in Figure 3 . All skeletal joints of the hands are traversed according to the direction shown, the coordinates of hands are arranged into a row in order of traversal, and each frame corresponds to a row of the local feature matrix. The neck and coccyx of the human body are relatively stable, because of which the HRP (Hand's Relative Position) used to describe local features. HRP is obtained by subtracting the coordinates of the hands from those of above two skeletal joints and forms the local feature matrix.
The above three kinds of action feature matrices build the spatial geometric relationships among the skeletal joints at the global, local, and detailed levels. These feature matrices serve as the input to our model.
B. PROPOSED MODEL
The analysis of human action needs to be modeled from the temporal and spatial domain. The problem in this paper is to learn human action characteristics from the skeletal information sequence. CNN is suitable for modeling the spatial feature, and every static posture can be considered as the spatial relationship between skeletal joints. The dynamic change of skeletal sequence can be modeled by the temporal relation between adjacent frames, which is what LSTM is good at. Therefore, our model adopts the sequential connection between LSTM and CNN.
As shown in Figure 1 , the proposed model is divided into three parts: a temporal domain model, a spatial domain model, and a hard sample mining and learning model.
1) TEMPORAL DOMAIN MODEL
The main function of this model is to represent the time correlation of the extracted action features. The RNN is good at mining the dynamic correlation of time, but has the problem of the gradient disappearing in case of long-term memory storage. The LSTM is improved using the standard RNN and the above problem is solved. Therefore, the LSTM is used as the basic framework of the temporal domain model in this paper, and its structure is shown in Figure 4 . According to action features extracted from the three levels in Section III-A, the temporal domain model forms three branches to learn the time correlation at the global, local, and detailed levels. As described in Section III-A, the global features are composed of the RP and RS matrices while the detailed features of sub-matrices of the RP and RS matrices. Therefore, the branch model of learning global and detailed features should be divided into two sub-branches. The local feature matrix is the HRP matrix. Thus, the branch model dealing with local features does not need to branch again. Each branch of the temporal domain model is composed of two layers of the LSTM. The action features are entered into the first layer of the LSTM in chronological order. The LSTM outputs two kinds of information in the last layer: ''Outputs'' and ''Final_state''. In general, when LSTM model is used to learn long-term memory, ''Final_state'' unit is taken as the output of the model, because it records the final learning results. The ''Outputs'' is the result of learning at each time step, which are sent to CNN for more comprehensive spatial domain modeling. 
2) SPATIAL DOMAIN MODEL
The CNN has significant advantages in terms of learning the spatial relations among images. The spatial domain model created in this paper is based on the CNN. The structure is shown in Figure 5 , where ''FC'' is the full connection layer. The implementation process is as follows: The ''Outputs'' of the three levels of the temporal domain model are connected to the five channels of the first convolutional layer ''Conv1,'' and go through the subsequent four convolution layers in turn. Inspired by the idea of the ''shortcut connection'' in the residual network, we connect the output of the matrix by ''FC3'' to those of the ''Final_state'' matrixes by the temporal domain model and send it to FC7. Finally, the classification results are calculated by ''Softmax.''
3) HARD SAMPLE MINING AND LEARNING
During training, the model improves its performance by optimizing parameters continuously. There are invariably some samples that are challenging to learn: the ''hard samples.'' If the model can focus on the hard samples during training, its performance can be further improved. The mining and learning of hard samples proposed here is divided into two stages: The first stage is rough mining with batches as objects, and the second stage is fine mining with specific class samples as objects.
The first stage: The main role of this stage is to accelerate the convergence of the model. In the early stage of training, the learning of the model is insufficient, accuracy is low, and the most samples are classified incorrectly by the model. We accelerate the convergence of the model by strengthening batches with large cross-entropy. It is suitable to the initial stage of training. The hard sample is expressed as HS. In the first stage, HS 1 is defined as follows:
where x denotes the number of steps in each epoch, and L i denotes the cross-entropy generated by the ith step. If we select different values for m, the learning effect is different. In this paper, we determine that m equals 5 because of a large number of experiments. That means: for every epoch, the five batches of training samples with the largest cross-entropy, namely the five batches with the worst effect, that is, the hard samples, are sent into the model again to strengthen the learning.
The second stage: It is used to strengthen the learning of a few hard samples in the later stages of training. As the number of steps of training increases, the performance of the model tends to become stable but accuracy no longer significantly improves. The model can correctly classify most samples, but a few errors obtain. The batch relearning can easily lead to overfitting at this stage. The performance of the model can be further improved if we can mine the hard samples from errors samples and strengthen learning. The process of mining of the hard samples is shown in Figure 6 . Samples of the training set and the verification set are sent to the model and the error samples are kept temporarily. Every epoch, according to the classification, the average accuracy of the training and verification sets is compared. The average accuracy of each class is calculated as follows:
where Acc a denotes the average accuracy of the ath class, C ai and B ai denotes the number of correct samples and all samples of the ath class in the ith step, and x denotes the number of steps in each epoch,.
The samples of the class where training accuracy improves but verification accuracy decreases is defined as ''over-fitted samples,'' i.e., samples that are not needed to strengthen learning.
Samples belonging to the over-fitted samples are removed from the error samples, and the remaining samples are kept. In the second stage, the hard sample is represented as HS 2 and defined as follows:
where y denotes the number of the remaining error samples, and L i denotes the cross-entropy generated by the ith sample. If the n is given different values, the learning effect is different. Similarly, the value of n equals 10, which is determined by a large number of experiments. The hard samples along with the randomly selected training samples go on to the next epoch of learning.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the performance of our model, we apply the model to three datasets and conduct in-depth analysis: NTU RGB+D dataset [9] , SBU Interaction dataset [31] and UTD-MHAD dataset [39] .
A. DATASETS 1) NTU RGB+D DATASET
The dataset contains 56,880 videos recording 40 subjects aged 10 to 35 years, and provides 25 skeletal joints for each subject. The dataset contains 60 kinds of actions: 40 kinds of daily actions, 9 kinds of sporting actions, and 11 kinds of interpersonal interactions. Each action was recorded by a camera at three angles. The dataset defines two evaluation methods, cross-subject and cross-view [9] . The cross-subject evaluation divides the 40 subjects into two groups on average, one as the training sample and the other as the test sample. The cross-view evaluation divides the samples according to angle. Videos recorded by camera 1 belong to the test sample, and those recorded by cameras 2 and 3 belong to the training sample.
It should be noted that the training and testing sets used in the person identification experiment are consistent with cross-view because only those people who have been seen can identify the identity. The subjects are different in the cross-subject training and test sets. Thus, person identification could not be implemented in the cross-subject evaluation method. The dataset is challenging because of changing angles and different lengths of recording.
2) SBU INTERACTION DATASET
The dataset records eight interaction actions divided into 21 sets and records seven subjects. Fifteen skeletal joints are captured for each subject. The dataset is very challenging because the interaction actions are non-periodic. The 21 sets are divided into five folds, and the evaluation method is five-fold cross-validation [31] .
3) UTD-MHAD DATASET
The dataset contains 861 videos, recording 27 actions by 8 subjects. Each action is repeated four times. The dataset provides 20 skeletal joints for each subject. The evaluation method for this dataset is cross-subject; that is, subjects 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used for training while the rest are used for testing. 
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Actions in the NTU RGB+D and UTD-MHAD datasets are mostly completed within 100 frames, because of which the length of the time series of the experiment is defined as 100 frames. Videos in the SBU Interaction dataset are relatively short, and the length of the time series is defined as 35 frames.
1) PARAMETERS OF TEMPORAL DOMAIN MODEL
The time series of NTU RGB+D dataset and UTD-MHAD dataset are longer than that of the SBU Interaction dataset. Therefore, the number of LSTM units in two layers of the NTU RGB+D and UTD-MHAD datasets is 384-384. The number of units in the SBU Interaction dataset is 256-256. During the training, the dropout of LSTM is 0.50.
2) PARAMETERS OF SPATIAL DOMAIN MODEL
The NTU RGB+D and UTD-MHAD datasets contain more skeletal joints and actions, and the parameters of the spatial domain model are shown in Table 1 . For the SBU Interaction dataset, the number of filters in the convolution layer and the number of units in the full connection layer are halved based on Table 1 . During training, the dropout of the spatial domain model is 0.50.
3) PARAMETERS OF HARD SAMPLE MINING AND LEARNING
During training, the first stage of hard sample mining and learning is implemented if the accuracy of verification is lower than k. Else, the training enters the second stage of hard sample mining and learning. The threshold k between the two stages is 60%, which obtained from a large number of experiments. Figures (a), (b) , and (c) correspond to three evaluation methods on the NTU RGB+D dataset. The x-coordinate is the number of epochs and the y-coordinate is cross-entropy.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper, the proposed model is applied to NTU RGB+D dataset, SBU Interaction dataset, and UTD-MHAD dataset, and the experimental results are analyzed in detail.
1) IMPACT OF ORIGINAL COORDINATE, RS AND RP FEATURES ON THE MODEL
To prove the effectiveness of various features, we put the three action features into a simple two-layer LSTM model with 384 units in each layer and compare the performance. Table 2 shows a detailed analysis of the original coordinate, RS and RP features. From the experimental data, the action analysis based on the original coordinates has the worst effect, while RS and RP features obtain better. The fusion of the original coordinate with the other two features is not as good as that of RS and RP features, because difference in body shape or camera angle affects the coordinates of skeletal joints. RS feature describes the relative changes of action between adjacent frames, and RP feature describes the relative position between adjacent skeletal joints, which are not susceptible to VOLUME 7, 2019 external factors. Therefore, in this paper, we select the feature of RS and RP fusion as the input of the model.
2) IMPACT OF GLOBAL, LOCAL AND DETAILED FEATURES ON THE MODEL
For the validity proof of the three level features, we still use the two-layer LSTM model with 384 units each layer. As shown in Table 3 , the impact of global, local, and detailed features of skeletal data on the model is analyzed in detail. The experimental data shows that the performance of the models in terms of fusing the three kinds of features is best, followed by that in terms of fusing two features and one feature. This shows that one of the three features represent part of the action features, and the fusion of features more comprehensively describe the action, which is helpful for action analysis.
3) INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT NETWORKS STRUCTURE ON THE MODEL
We define in Section III that our model is composed of temporal domain and spatial domain models. The temporal domain model is based on LSTM, and the spatial domain model is mainly composed of CNN. Here we empirically study the effects of different network structures. Due to space limitations, we only show the experimental results of NTU-RGB+D dataset in Table 4 . The GPU version used in the experiment is GeForce GTX 1080 Ti.
It can be seen from the results that as increasing the model complexity, the computing takes more time. But due to limited information, the more complex model does not perform better. For the two layers model, the number of units grows from 128 to 384, and the performance is significantly improved, while 512 units take most time, but it shows no 
4) INFLUENCE OF HARD SAMPLE MINING AND LEARNING MECHANISM ON THE MODEL
We consider the NTU RGB+D dataset as an example to analyze the effect of hard sample mining and learning on model convergence. In order to determine the parameters involved in the hard sample mechanism, we carry out a lot of experiments, but due to space constraints, we only list some representative data in Table 5 . Experiments show that the hard sample mining mechanism is helpful to improve the recognition accuracy. The ''m'' and ''n'' are defined in (3) and (5). The ''k'' is the threshold between the two stages. It can be seen from the results that n mainly affects the length of training time and too large m or k affects the accuracy. In our model, we choose m as 5, n as 10 and k as 60%. Figure 7 shows its effect on speed and accuracy of convergence under three evaluation methods. It is evident that the adoption of the hard sample mechanism takes a little more time for training each step, while accelerates convergence and improves the training effect. Figure 8 shows a detailed record of the NTU RGB+D dataset with the three evaluation methods, and effect of implementation of each class influenced by the hard sample mechanism. As shown in Figure 8 , under the mechanism, the classification effect of most classes improved. Owing to overfitting, the classification effect of a few classes worsens. Under the two evaluation methods of cross-subject and cross-view, the promotion effect for different classes is different. Because the required tasks are different, some of the actions are challenged by the large difference in the behavioral habits between different subjects, and some of the actions are greatly different from different views. Hard sample mining is only effective for the classes requiring enhanced learning, while it cannot improve the performance for the classes with obvious differences between training sets and test sets. Therefore, the effect of hard sample mining is different under the two evaluation methods. Figure 9 shows the accuracy of the NTU RGB+D dataset according to the labels. It can be seen from Figure 9 (a) that under the two evaluation methods, the difficulty of each action is similar, and the cross-view accuracy of most actions is higher than cross-subject accuracy. Figure 9 (b) records the identification accuracy of each subject. There is a difference in the number of videos recorded for each subject in the dataset, which render person identification difficult.
5) FEATURE ANALYSIS OF HARD SAMPLES
To analyze features of the hard samples in detail, the confusion matrix of cross-view on NTU RGB+D dataset is shown in Figure 10 . It is clear from the matrix that some actions are seriously confused with one another, such as ''reading,'' ''writing,'' ''playing with phone,'' and ''typing on a keyboard.'' Figure 11 shows the skeleton graphs from videos of the four actions, where the location information of the skeletal joints of these actions is similar, and render them difficult to distinguish. If more skeletal joints are recorded about the fingers, the description of the subtle movements can be more accurate.
Figures 12 and 13 respectively calculate the accuracy of each action on the UTD-MHAD and SBU Interaction datasets. It is clear similar actions are difficult to recognize, such as ''shaking hands,'' ''exchanging,'' ''wave,'' and ''catch.''
6) COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
To verify the performance of the proposed model, the experimental results obtained on the three datasets are compared with recently proposed methods, as shown in Tables 6, 7 , and 8. Most recent research on person identification through action features has focused on gait, and few studies have considered other actions. The three tables show that our method improves performance compared with the other methods, and achieve state-of-the-art results on the three datasets.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes an end-to-end model for action recognition and identification. Action features are modeled at the global, local, and detailed levels. The model is implemented in two domains: A temporal domain model is based on the LSTM and a spatial domain model on the CNN. The two domain models are sequentially connected. This paper adds a hard sample mining and learning mechanism in training, which enables the model to converge more rapidly and attends more to hard samples to improve performance. We apply the proposed model to three datasets, and the results show that our model can complete the task of action recognition and person identification, and can outperform state-of-the-art methods. RAN 
